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Name 10 domestic
and 10 wild animals.

Have you got a pet? If
yes, what is it? Is it
demanding to look
after it? If not, which
pet would you like to
have and why?

What garden and wild
flowers do you know?

Can you give
examples of
amphibians, reptiles,
mammals, insects
and birds?

What is your favourite
animal? Why?
Describe it. What do
you know about it?

Can you give examples of how
people mistreat animals?

Do you agree with testing on
animals? What are the pros and
cons ?
What do you think about Zoos?
Are they a good thing?

Have you got a garden?
What do you grow in
your garden?

Can you name any
endangered species?
What can be done to
protect them?

Can you think of five
environmental problems?

Which deciduous and
coniferous trees are
there near your house?

What is global warming?
Do you think that it’s
people who are responsible
for it?

What parts do
plants and trees
consist of?
What natural beauties can be
found in your country?
How often do you go
to the countryside?

If you could
reincarnate into one
animal. Which
animal would it be?
Why?

Can you describe your last trip
to the countryside or
to the mountains?
What can you personally do to protect
the environment?

Which natural disasters
can you think of? Are
they more frequent
nowadays than in the
past?
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is a small insect with antennas
_______________________
loves honey
_______________________
is useful in the deserts and has humps
_______________________
is an intelligent mammal, it lives in the sea
_______________________
is a large bird which cannot fly
_______________________
is a red cunning animal, it lives in the forest
_______________________
is an African animal with a long neck
_______________________
is an animal with spikes, it makes a lot of noise _______________________
is a bird, used to be a sacred Egyptian animal ________________________
is a transparent sea creature which can sting ________________________
is an Australian animal with a poach
________________________
is a reptile which can lose its tail
________________________
is a small insect which bites
________________________
is an amphibian with a moist skin, a salamander _______________________
is a sea animal with eight tentacles
_______________________
is a proud bird with a beautiful tail
________________________
is a middle-sized bird of the partridge family
_________________________
looks like a large mouse with a long tail
________________________
is an animal with a bushy tail, it eats nuts
________________________
is an ugly frog
________________________
is a legendary animal with a spiraling horn
________________________
is a dangerous poisonous snake
________________________
is Little Red Riding Hood´ s ´ ´friend´
________________________

Y
Z

is a wild, haired ox with long horns
looks like a striped horse

________________________
________________________

Teacher´s notes
Exercise 1 - Discussion
Students discuss the questions on the worksheet in pairs, groups or the activity can be handled
as a whole class, teacher-centered discussion. Students can also mill around the classroom and
ask different classmates. Another possibility is to pair the students and let them stand in two
lines facing their partners. The teacher asks a question and students discuss it in their pair.
Next, students standing in one line move one neighbour to the right and discuss the next
question with their new partner and so on..

Animal alphabet
Students work in pairs and try to write the names of animals as quickly as possible.
The first pair to finish wins.
Answer key :
ant, bear, camel, dolphin, emu, fox, giraffe, hedgehog, ibis, jellyfish, kangaroo/koala, lizard, mosquito,
newt, octopus, peacock, quail, rat, squirrel, toad, unicorn, viper, wolf, yak, zebra

OBRÁZKY
The natural world
http://openclipart.org/detail/6581/red-fruit-tree-by-peileppe
http://openclipart.org/detail/5085/bee-by-biswajyotim
http://openclipart.org/detail/2707/happy-fish-by-machovka
http://openclipart.org/detail/235/gg-potentilla-anserina-by-gerald_g
Animal alphabet
http://openclipart.org/detail/22287/cartoon-zebra-by-studiofibonacci
http://openclipart.org/detail/22337/cartoon-hippo-by-studiofibonacci
http://openclipart.org/detail/22293/cartoon-rhino-by-studiofibonacci
http://openclipart.org/detail/27563/little-penguin-by-lemmling
http://openclipart.org/detail/22343/cartoon-leopard-by-studiofibonacci

